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First of all, I'm still a PostgreSQL fan-boy and have no intention of ceasing that. These times are made up of much
more than just the individual databases. For example, the PostgreSQL speeds depend on the Django ORM code that
makes the SQL and sends the query and then turns it into the model instance. I don't know what the proportions are
between that and the actual bytes-from-PG's-disk times. But I'm not sure I care either. The tooling around the database
is inevitable mostly and it's what matters to users.
Both Redis and PostgreSQL are persistent and survive server restarts and crashes etc. And you get so many more
"batch related" features with PostgreSQL if you need them, such as being able to get a list of the last 10 rows added for
some post-processing batch job.
I'm currently using Django's cache framework, with Redis as its backend, and it's a cache framework. It's not meant to

be a persistent database. I like the idea that if I really have to I can just flush the cache and although detrimental to
performance (temporarily) it shouldn't be a disaster. So I think what I'll do is store these JSON blobs in both databases.
Yes, it means roughly 6GB of SSD storage but it also potentially means loading a LOT more into RAM on my limited
server. That extra RAM usage pretty much sums of this whole blog post; of course it's faster if you can rely on RAM
instead of disk. Now I just need to figure out how RAM I can afford myself for this piece and whether it's worth it.
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